How do Lumineq In-Glass Laminated Transparent Displays add magic to the most rugged of machinery?

Lumineq’s transparent displays are ready for integration into large glass panes that surround an operator in heavy-duty machinery, such as forest harvesters, tractors, cranes and much more.

The final product, a really see-through display, is laminated on to a glass surface or sandwiched between two panes of glass, with little or no traces of edges or corners. The bright-yellow content shows operators all the vital data they need without obstructing their view.

FEATURES

- Transparency – more than 80% (vis. freq.)
- Image quality – crystal clear and crisp, excellent readability. Instant response, regardless of temperature.
- Wide viewing angle – 360°
- Rugged design – inorganic, solid state and lightweight.
- Long-term availability – Lumineq establishes lifetime programs that last for years.

For the first time, the magic of truly transparent displays meets the rugged reality of heavy-duty machinery — surrounding the operator with exceptional functionality, critical content and safety. Transparency enables vital information to be displayed without blocking the line of sight. Now Lumineq’s latest in-glass laminated transparent displays are ready to tackle your job.
INVISIBLE ADVANTAGE

**Functionality** – Optimized display sharpness, clarity, brightness and multi-viewing angles give operators instant-response reliability and the information they need.

**Safety** – High transparency ensures an unobstructed view to both critical data and the task at hand. This improves safety and efficiency – and minimizes the chance for mistakes.

**Critical content** – The high-brightness display allows customized content according to each application.

**Robust** – Durability is outstanding. These displays are built to last very rugged environments, high humidity, a wide temperature range of -60 °C up to +105 °C, shocks and vibrations.

We are happy to work with glass manufacturers, glass post-processors and vehicle manufacturers to seamlessly integrate our in-glass laminated transparent displays into their latest state-of-the-art machinery.

Contact us to add magic to your glass for a more productive working environment. We’ll tell you more.
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